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Developed in the summer of 2011 by Dwight Pogue and Skip Klepacki, Century Plates are a sustainable and
affordable alternative to traditional ball-grained litho plates.
Century Plates are heavy-gauge aluminum lithography plates that reduce cost and waste because they can be
re-grained and re-used hundreds of time. The surface texture is applied by hand using carborundum grit and
a FINE 3M sanding sponge. Unwanted images are removed using a common household scouring powder.
In this demonstration, we will avoid the harmful solvents and lacquers used in traditional lithography by
processing our plates only with bio-based and biodegradable materials. In this way, we will practice the safest
and most responsible lithography possible. These new processes work equally well on Century Plates, ball
grained litho plates, and litho stones.
Century plates are not intended to replace conventional ball-grained plates and many artists will still prefer
the surface of stones or conventional plates for detailed drawings. The plates simply offer an economical
substitute for applications such as printing gestural drawings, flats, tusche washes, and toner washes, and for
coating with D&S positive photo coating. We recommend that schools and printshops keep a stock of
Century plates to lend for these applications.
Kate Conlon has been working with Century Plates since their introduction and teaches workshops on how to
use them. Dwight Pogue's beginning and advanced printmaking students have used them exclusively for the
past three years for both hand drawn and photo imagery. Since Pogue’s college printmaking studio provides
Century plates just as they do lithography stones, students have not had to purchase any plates for multiple
color lithography.
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Preparing The Plate for Drawing

*See Step 2 for graining a new plate

Step 1: Remove a Previously Printed Image
•

In a well-ventilated area, remove the old ink with Bio-Solut and a rag. For heavy, dried ink, you may need
to let the Bio-Solut sit on the plate for a few minutes before wiping.

•

Place the plate in a large tray or graining sink and use a paste of Bar Keeper’s Friend (the common
household cleaning product) and water to remove the ghost image. Rub the paste over the entire plate
with a fine sanding sponge (in good condition) for about four minutes.

•

Rinse the plate with water and rub with clean cotton or paper towel and then rinse again. Squeegee dry
the plate. A faint ghost image may remain; if this image is still strong, repeat the previous step.

Step 2: Re-grain the Plate
* The plate does not need to be re-grained each time you print! Re-grain only if the textured surface has started to break
down or if you would like a fresh surface for a detailed drawing with litho pencils.
•

Place your new plate in a large tray or graining sink.

•

Mist the plate with water and apply an even mixture of 100 and 180 carborundum grits. Sprinkle a palmfull of Bon Ami cleanser onto the plate. Use a fine-grit 3M sanding sponge to mix the carborundum, Bon
Ami and water into a paste and rub the plate in a circular motion for five minutes. It is best to grain the
plate using small circles that move across the plate from top to bottom. After graining, rinse the plate
thoroughly with water and a paper towel.

•

With very little water remaining on the plate, pour some Bar Keepers Friend onto the plate surface and
rub this around using a soft rag or absorbent paper towels to avoid scratching the plate. The Bar
Keepers will remove all residues and make water sheet off the plate. If this step is not taken, you will see
water bead up on the plate, indicating that there are residues that may interfere with processing or
prevent D&S Posi-Coat from properly adhering to the plate surface.

•

Rinse the plate thoroughly with water and cotton or a soft paper towel. Be sure to handle the plate by its
edges to avoid transferring grease from your hands onto the drawing surface. Squeegee the front of the
plate carefully with a good rubber squeegee.

•

Dry the back of the plate with paper towels. Flip the plate over and quickly dry the front with a hairdryer.
You do not want any water spots on the plate.

Step 3: Gum the Borders (Optional)
•

Use a clean brush to paint fresh gum arabic onto the border area and let the gum dry thoroughly. This
will protect the borders from grease as you draw and handle the plate. If you want your image to have
very precise borders, you can draw them out on a sheet of newsprint and transfer them onto the plate
using iron oxide transfer paper.
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Drawing on the Century Plate

Both traditional and non-traditional materials can be used to create drawings on the Century Plate. The most popular
options are described below. Important: If combining litho crayons with tusche or toner washes, the washes should be
applied first and dried or bonded to the plate before drawing with crayons.
Lithographic Crayons:
Litho crayons are made from a specialized formula of wax, soap, and lampblack and range in hardness from #00
(soft) to #7 (hard). The harder crayons are best for fine, delicate detail while the soft crayons are better for heavy, rich
drawings. There are two brands of litho crayons available, Stones Crayons (solvent soluble) and Korn’s Crayons (water
soluble) and both come in several forms. You will want to experiment with a variety of crayons to get familiar with them
and decide which ones you want to work with. Dwight recommends Stones crayons number 4 or lower and prefers
number 3 overall.
Lithographic Tusche:
Tusche is a wet drawing media that comes in stick, paste or liquid form (stick and paste tusche must be mixed
with either water or solvent before use). Water based tusche creates a beautiful reticulated pattern while solvent tusche
creates a more even ink-wash effect. Tusche is the greasiest drawing material so it must be handled carefully. Mix up a
light, a medium and a dark tusche wash in separate containers before you begin to draw. Try to avoid working back into
areas you have already drawn or moving the tusche around too much. This may deposit too much grease and cause your
drawing to print darker than you expect.
Xerox Toner Washes:
The distinctive reticulation of lithographic tusche can be mimicked using Xerox toner. Toner washes bond easily
to Century plates with heat and print more predictably than tusche washes. To create a toner wash, combine one
tablespoon of toner with two or more tablespoons of distilled water (more diluted solutions will produce lighter washes).
Add at least thirty drops of photoflo to the solution and stir well before painting. Set the washes by heating on a
hotplate for 10 – 15 minutes at 225 degrees F. Dwight prefers elevating the plate one inch off the hot plate with a wire
screen and then covering the plate with a cover made from an old aluminum lithography plate. After heating, check to
see if the toner has bonded to the plate by gently rubbing a small area with cotton. If the toner comes off onto the
cotton, repeat the heating process.
Sharpie Paint Pens:
Sharpie brand paint pens come in various tip widths and are an easy way to achieve a pen and ink effect. Bick
“Mark It” pens work as well.

Transferring an Image: If you do not feel comfortable free handing your drawing, you can transfer an image using a
piece of newsprint coated with iron oxide or sketch with a red conté crayon. The iron oxide contains no grease so it will
not print. Remember to reverse your image if necessary!
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Applying the First Etch

Step 1: Gather All Materials
•
•
•
•
•

Talc and cotton pad
3 pieces of dry cheesecloth folded into pads
Tannic Plate Etch and Straight Gum Arabic
Half Gum Sponge
Clean chip brushes (one for each etch)

Step 2: Mix Your Etches
Century plates are etched using gum arabic, Tannic plate etch, or a mixture of the two. Straight gum is the
weakest etch we can use and straight tannic etch is the strongest. Century Plates tend to require a stronger etch than
ball grained plates and you will find that strait tannic is appropriate for most applications.
Step 3: Apply the Etch
•

Talc the image lightly and gently buff with a cotton pad to prevent smearing.

•

Apply about one ounce of straight gum and use a damp (not wet) sponge to move the gum back and
forth over the entire plate for two minutes. This will reactivate the dried gum you applied to your
borders.

•

Use separate chip brushes to spot etch as needed. Apply the appropriate etch to each area and keep all
of the etches moving for at least one minute. If any area begins to dry, add more gum.

•

Sponge off the excess gum.

•

Immediately begin buffing the plate in a circular motion with cheesecloth. Continue to buff quickly and
lightly until the gum forms a thin, streak-free film.

•

Let the plate rest for at least 30 minutes before proceeding to the roll up and second etch.

The Roll Up and (Quickie) Second Etch

	
  

	
  
Step 1: Prepare the Roller and Ink
•

Select and mix the color in which you wish to print. Wear gloves while mixing inks and handling ink cans
to keep your hands clean.

•

Use an ink knife to apply a thin, even strip of ink horizontally across the center of a glass slab.
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•

Remove your gloves. Use a composite roller to roll out a thin and even slab of ink. Be sure to
occasionally turn the roller end-for-end.

Step 2: Gather Second Etch Materials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BioSalut
BioLac
Hairdryer
Shop Towels
Dirty and Clean Print Sponges
Bowl of Clean, Cold Water
Empty Bowl
Gloves
Clean Chip Brushes

Step 3: Wash out and Rub up
•

Refresh the Gum Layer (only if the first etch has sat for longer than one hour)

•

Wearing gloves, apply BioSalut liberally to the image area with a shop towel. Gently rub the BioSalut in
a circular motion until all of the drawing material has been removed. Be patient and do not scrub.

•

Apply a thin film of Biolac to the image areas with a piece of cotton or a clean paper towel. Heat the
image areas with a hairdryer for five minutes to help bond the Biolac to the plate.

Step 4: Roll Up
•

Remove your gloves. Rub the plate with water and a dirty sponge to dissolve all of the gum. Switch to a
clean sponge and cut the water down to a thin, even layer.

•

Roll briskly with the composite roller in varying directions. Continue adding passes of ink until the image
is fully inked and matches the original drawing. Sponge the plate and charge the roller on the ink slab
between passes.

Step 5: Apply the Second Etch
Adjust your second etch according to how quickly your image rolled up. If the image was very quick to
roll up, consider using a slightly hotter etch. If the image rolled up slowly, use a slightly weaker etch. The
steps for the second etch are the same as for the first.
Step 6: Let the plate sit for 30 minutes while you set up the press
•

•

If your second etch sat for less than two hours, your ink will still be fresh. You simply need to sponge the
plate to remove the gum and roll one pass of ink before you begin to proof. If your etch sat for longer
than two hours, refresh your gum layer and use a small amount of Soybean oil to remove the old ink.

•

Bring your image up to color. Wet the plate with a wet sponge and use a dryer sponge to cut the water
down to a thin layer. Roll 3 to 4 passes of ink, charging the roller and sponging between each pass. A
pass of ink means that you roll forward and backward 4 times. After the last pass, wipe the edges of the
plate with a sponge to remove any scum and dry with a hand fan.
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•

Once the image is up to color, you are ready to proof. Carefully place two of your proofing newsprint
sheets onto your inked plate and cover them with three of your larger newsprint sheets. The first printed
proof will be light. Ink and pull another print and if it looks good begin printing the edition.

* Notes:
1. Beginning lithographers have a tendency to over ink the slab and ink roller, resulting in over inking the image
and causing the image to ‘fill in with ink.’ If your plate is printing light, there are three variables that you can
adjust. The amount of passes you use, the amount of ink on your slab, and the amount of pressure you print
with. Adjust these variables until you find a combination that works and print exactly this way every time.
2. You will need to need to add ink to your slab as you print. A good rule of thumb is to add a bead of ink every
three prints.
3. Remember to turn your roller end for end occasionally to maintain even ink distribution.

Trouble shooting: If the image fills in, keep the plate wet with water and wipe the image with a piece of DRY foam
rubber – lightly and rapidly sliding the foam rubber over the image – this will remove most of the ink – then sponge the
excess water off and roll one pass of ink over the image. Inspect the image – if over inked, then repeat this process.
However, it should look good. While keeping the plate wet with water, - sponge off excess water and pour a small
amount of tannic plate etch on the plate and cover the image and plate and buff LIGHTLY but quickly. The ink will
smear some on the image but this should not be a problem. Hand fan the plate or wait 5 minutes and then wash out
with water and roll ONE pass only and print. Continue to print the edition.
If the image fills in a lot, simply remove the ink using cotton and FPC (finisher-preserver-cleaner). Remove all ink really
well with cotton, covering the entire plate with FPC. Immediately Buff the FPC with Cheesecloth, allow plate to dry for
five minutes, then wash out with water, roll up in ink and print.

To Close the plate after printing, or to remove the ink and print another day, use SOYBEAN OIL in place of
lithotine. The soybean oil will not harm the BioLac and will easily remove the ink from the image. Keep the plate damp
with water and use straight tannic plate etch to gum and buff the plate – just as described above – lightly and quickly
over the image, then dry thoroughly. Apply a small amount of Soybean oil and use absorbent paper towels to remove
the ink. The plate may be stored or printed. The Soybean oil film will protect the BioLac in storage. To print, wash out
with water and roll up in ink.
An alternative is to remove the ink using cotton and FPC (finisher-preserver-cleaner). Remove all ink really well with
cotton, covering the entire plate with FPC. Immediately Buff the FPC with Cheesecloth and store.
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Century Plate Tips and Best Practices
Plate Preparation
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

WHEN GRAINING PLATES WITH CARBORUNDUM GRIT, USE PLENTY OF BON AMI AND A LITTLE
BARKEEPERS FRIEND. When finished graining, thoroughly rinse the plate with water and cotton or very
absorbent paper towel. The purpose of Bon Ami is to bind the carborundum grit so that it rolls, not skids on
the plate surface, resulting in a uniform rather than a scratchy grain.
ALWAYS FINISH WITH A GENEROUS APPLICATION OF BARKEEPERS FRIEND FOR A THOROUGH FINAL
CLEANING. This important step insures a water receptive surface on the plate that may be observed in the
sheeting of rinse water rather than its beading up. Bar Keepers Friend is a highly effective degreaser for
eliminating old images (including ghost images), and to remove any water repellent film. It is important to
thoroughly rinse and wipe (cotton or absorbent paper towel) the plate after cleaning to insure all the residue is
removed – otherwise it will likely cause scumming or tinting during printing.
Use a fine to medium sanding sponge (thick block type) when cleaning the plate with Bar Keepers Friend or
when graining with carborundum grit. Replace the block when it’s worn out. Rinse the block off after each use.
When graining a new Century Plate for the first time, it is important to spend a little extra time to grain it
extra thoroughly. After graining, rinse well while wiping gently with cotton to remove all grit, then follow with
an application of BKF to remove any oil residue from the manufacturing process. If available, clean with water
under pressure and paper towels or rags. If no water pressure, rinse repeatedly and wipe repeatedly with
towels.
When graining or removing images from a plate, do not use too much water. It’s better to have the Bar
Keepers Friend be a thin paste rather than overly wet. Too much water results in too little graining and/or
cleaning to remove old images.
After cleaning/removing images or graining, rinse the plate thoroughly and wipe diligently with cotton or
absorbent towels, then repeat this step. Plates that are not clean will likely cause tinting or scumming during
printing. After wiping with wet paper towel look at it to see how much residue it removed, and continue rinsing
and wiping until very little residue remains.
Squeegee the water off the plate using a VERY CLEAN squeegee, and replace your squeegee if it is worn
out. This is important because a VERY CLEAN squeegee will remove almost all the water immediately.
Squeegee both sides, then take the plate to a clean table and use a hair dryer on high speed to dry first the
face then the back of the plate. To speed drying time, tip and hold the Century Plate on one corner when blow
drying. Blotting the plate with newsprint or towels will likely leave tiny particles that will show up if brush-coating
the plate with photo coating.

Imaging, Processing, and Printing

•

For beautiful reticulated washes, we recommend mixing toner powder with water and Photo-Flo. Add
more Photo-Flo than when using ball grained plates. We mix approximately 10 percent Photo-Flo to whatever
amount of water we use. WHEN ADDING EXTRA WATER FOR A LIGHTER VALUE WASH, DON’T FORGET TO
ALSO ADD PHOTO-FLO.

•

When using toner washes, be sure to heat the plate and bond the toner before applying litho crayon, oilbased Sharpie pens, etc. Do not heat the plate above 220 degrees F. It is best to place the plate on a small
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wire stand and then cover the plate so it is heated by warm air rather than directly by the hot plate. We bent an
old litho plate to make a very functional cover.
•

We recommend using NUMBER 4 AND LOWER litho crayons and pencils. In fact number three is our first
choice for all around drawing on Century Plates.

•

Don’t forget to etch Century Plates with Tannic Plate Etch – as regular Gum Arabic is too mild. We only
add plain Gum Arabic on very light and delicate drawing areas, where we use a 60/40 mix of Tannic Plate Etch
and Gum Arabic. For really heavy drawings or washes we add a few drops of citric acid crystals dissolved in
warm water to the Tannic Etch. Watch the YouTube videos on Century Plates techniques on the website:
www.CSPogueGraphics.com.

•

After etching and buffing the plate and preparing to wash out the drawing materials with BioSolut,
remind beginning students NO WATER at this stage. Students on occasion may be wearing gloves that have
water on them and then start to wash out the image on the etched plate. Of course, water will break down the
Tannic Gum Etch film and the BioSolut then destroys the image.

•

Printing: Trouble shooting: If the image fills in, keep the plate wet with water and wipe the image with a piece
of DRY foam rubber – lightly and rapidly sliding the foam rubber over the image – this will remove most of the
ink – then sponge the excess water off and roll one pass of ink over the image. Inspect the image – if over inked,
then repeat this process. However, it should look good. While keeping the plate wet with water, - sponge off
excess and pour a small amount of tannic plate etch on the plate and cover the image and plate and buff
LIGHTLY but quickly. The ink will smear some but this should not be a problem. Hand fan the plate or wait 5
minutes and then wash out with water and roll ONE pass only and print.

•

To Close the plate after printing, or to remove the ink and print another day, use SOYBEAN OIL in place
of lithotine. The soybean oil will not harm the BioLac and will easily remove the ink from the image. Keep the
plate damp with water and use straight tannic plate etch to gum and buff the plate – just as described above –
lightly and quickly over the image, then dry thoroughly. Apply a small amount of Soybean oil and use absorbent
paper towels to remove the ink. The plate may be stored or printed. The Soybean oil film will protect the
BioLac in storage. To print, wash out with water and roll up in ink.

Printing D&S Posi-Coated and Exposed Images
Follow the instructions in the studio textbook, Printmaking Revolution by Dwight Pogue for printing and for
coating and exposing the plate with D & S Posi-Coat. As you print keep an eye on the image and use foam rubber
as shown in the book.
•

Should the photo-coated plate begin to fill in while inking, use FPC to restore the image/non image
differentiation, as outlined in Printmaking Revolution.
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